
           

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

               

 

            

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

             

                

 

 

 

 

11146: "picking trash now mostly while in the netherlands taking nice lonely

brett before going shortly too sweden where the trash was little due to the snow"

also relating to christmas and later while walking around verona with jacek and 

with myrthe visiting small medieval cities like montagnana and picking trash there 

11145: "trash picked while in italy for the christmas holiday going around a bit 

than abandoning it"

of the noah ark making at last the very doves like noah returning to earth rather 

study and also inspired by the discovery of new inhabitable planets and the dove 

08068: "fable inspired by a dove couple standing outside the window of my dutch 

taking it quite easy when with myrthe"

also got a racing bike from a friend and really enjoying training with it but 

new wheels and gears to it and setting off first alone and then with myrthe who 

sweden at last deciding to fix the bianchi racing bike i found there and buying 

several days for the weather to get better and only returning from a trip to 

06057: "finding a one decent day to bike with august downstream and then waiting 

august"

flying things and aliens also spending time outside the small apartment with 

getting to see many clouds with a most gray and depressing sky and seeing many 

17074: "still living in djursholm and commuting frequently to the university now 

military service in sweden"

my way to the italian amabassy to get august an italian passport to skip the 

august to visit a military museum nearby utrecht and some wind while in sweden on 

the new door of the bike shed ripped and also experiencing a strong wind taking 

netherlands with the changing of the season and staying home with august getting 

18100: "experiencing almost no wind at first but then a very strong wind in the 

bike taking a long ride with myrthe"

dark sweden but fixing a racing bike in the netherlands and getting much energy 

nestle there with myrthe instead and feeling a bit low in energy while in cold and 

turning down the negotiations and feeling much better also planning to build my 

at first thinking about the expansion of the land around the cathedral but then 

04090: "a month getting refreshed doing a lot of movement with august and happy 

despite not going so well along with her"

with hasselblad and also visiting myrthe's friend renate and photographing her 

sweden and getting to meet some artists in gothenburg while discussing my show 

biking and a slavic girl who came to italy as a refugee and finally going to 

the mausoleum he built on the top in the forest and also meeting a german couple 

in the island hosting me to eat with his nice family and later taking me to see 

isola and getting to know my host but latter also an unemployed carpenter leaving 

10086: "nice folk met while looking for a land to purchase in the beautiful monte 



12123: "still headlines read on my telephone app and online about many dead in

my vestige"

around the beautiful city and taking no videos while in the mountains working on 

vicenza and then in venice trying to spend time alone when they worked and film 

by  bike  and  filming  the  open  landscape  to  finally  reach  my  parents  first  in 

but also with the sun and then being shortly in the netherlands again going around 

northern hoLland and then walking with him in uppsala in a most winter landscape 

13124:   "films   of   public   spaces   captured   first   while   with   august   exploring 

period more in the island of djursholm getting ideas walking around there"

later being in sweden exploring stockholm with a good weather and being for some 

ideas while in venice visiting my parents and attending the service with them and 

14112:  "period  spent  in  italy  still  renovating  in  the  alps  but  mostly  getting 

mood to get inspiration like being down in schio with them"

charged with works to get ideas and having to take breaks from the renovation work 

davide and at times taking breaks with myrthe but nonetheless feeling a bit too 

14111:  "ideas  got  while  in  the  mountains  renovating  and  being  with  my  friend 

color i have left and ordering new colors"

similar colors too close to each other and recovering the brown also based on the 

trying to put more colors than the previous painting but also trying not to put 

07065:  "painting  executed  with  only  a  few  days  left  before  going  to  italy  and 

tuesday market finding quite some trash"

to the fix the date to remove her spiral and walking alone in culemborg after the 

station all the way to the zoo and later also trash picked with myrthe on the way 

11149:   "trash   picked   again   with   august   while   in   amsterdam   walking   from   rai 

grease"

culemborg and in amsterdam again with some rain finding a few things wet and some 

north   holland   driving   from   one   to   the   other   and   later   also   walking   around 

11148:  "trash   picked   while   with   august   walking   first   in   many   small   cities   in 

little trash in sweden due to the snow covering the sidewalks"

resulting in quite some mold at the time of scanning and also picking again very 

when walking again in the netherlands but still daring to pick a lot of wet trash 

breaking taking a lot of trash around the city even in culemborg but particularly 

11147:  "picking  quite  a  lot  of  trash  in  the  netherlands  with  a  strong  wind 

resulting into mold at the time of the scanning"

to  the  snow  and  keeping  all  the  trash  quite  moisten  in  airport  plastic  bags 

touristic places before going to sweden and only pick little trash there due again 

in   amsterdam   and   picking   trash   there   going   through   residential   as   well   as 

walks both in gouda and rotterdam but also njimegen and also walking extensively 



syria with the war not really coming to an end and several casualties around the

world  also  for  natural  disasters  like  landslides  but  also  accidents  and  a

stampede"


